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Abstract

Rocha, Amanda de Albuquerque Jardim; Ferraz, Claudio (Advisor).
Do Politicians Respond to Political Protests? Effects of the
2013 Protests in Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, 2015. 65p. MSc. Dis-
sertation — Departamento de Economia, Pontifícia Universidade
Católica do Rio de Janeiro.

Although political protests are not a new political phenomenon, they
are happening more frequently in democracies all over the world. In this
context, it is important to study whether they are an effective instrument
through which citizens can affect political outcomes and ensure that their
preferences are reflected in politics. In this work, I analyze the effects of
the protests that took place in Brazil in 2013, looking both of voters and
politicians’ behavior. First, using data on elections at the municipal level,
I show that the protests are associated with a decrease in turnout rate and
an increase in the share of "protest votes" (the null votes). Moreover, the
protests affected the distribution of votes: there is a negative correlation
between incumbents’ vote share and the incidence of protests. With respect
to the effects on politicians, I focus my analysis in the Chamber of Deputies
of Brazil to I analyze whether the protests had any effects in the legislators’
behavior. Using a difference-in-difference approach, I show that the protests
did not affect all relevant dimensions of the legislators’ performance, such as
presence in plenary sessions, allocation of federal budget amendments and
proposal of bills. However, I find evidence of heterogeneous effects regarding
reelection incentives and relative position in the coalition.

Keywords
Political Protests; Voting Behavior; Legislative Accountability;

Chamber of Deputies;
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Resumo

Rocha, Amanda de Albuquerque Jardim; Ferraz, Claudio. Os Pro-
testos Políticos Afetam os Políticos? Efeitos dos Protestos
de 2013 no Brasil. Rio de Janeiro, 2015. 65p. Dissertação de
Mestrado — Departamento de Economia, Pontifícia Universidade
Católica do Rio de Janeiro.

Apesar de não ser um fenômeno recente, os protestos políticos tem
ocorrido mais frenquentemente em diversas democracias do mundo. Neste
contexto, é importante analisar se eles de fato são um instrumento efetivo
através do qual os cidadãos podem afetar variáveis políticas e garantir que
suas preferências sejam refletidas no âmbito político. Neste trabalho I estudo
os efeitos dos protestos que ocorreram no Brasil em junho de 2013, olhando
tanto para o comportamento de eleitores e de políticos. Primeiramente,
usando dados das eleições a nível municipal, eu mostro que os protestos
estão associados com uma diminuição nas taxas de comparecimento e um
aumento no percentual de votos de protestos (votos nulos). Além disso, os
protestos afetaram a distribuição de votos: há uma correlação negativa entre
votos em incumbentes e a incidência de protestos. Com respeito ao efeito
nos políticos, eu foco minha análise na Câmara dos Deputados e analiso
se os protestos tiveram algum efeito sobre o comportamento ds deputados
federais. Usando uma abordagem de diferença-em-diferença não tradicional,
eu mostro que os protestos não afetaram todas as dimensões relevantes
da performance dos legisladores, como presença em plenário, alocação de
emedas parlamentares e elaboração de leis. No entanto, há evidência de
efeitos heterogêneos com relação a incentivos à reeleição e posição relativa
na coalizão.

Palavras–chave
Protestos Políticos ; Comportamento Eleitoral; Responsabilidade do

Legislativo; Câmara dos Deputados;
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1
Introduction

Due to some institutional failures that do not allow citizens to fully
impose their will to political representatives, citizens are searching for other
means to participate in the political process instead of just voting, and
political protests appear as an instrument through which citizens can express
preferences and try to affect politics. Taking into account that they are
happening in countries all over the world, in this work I analyze whether
participating in a political protest can be an effective way to affect political
outcomes, looking both at voters and politicians’ actions to test the effects of
protests.

I study the political protests that took place in Brazil in June 2013 to
analyze the consequences of these political actions. For over 2 weeks, more
than 2.8 million people went out to the streets to demand changes in a huge
range of areas, starting with the revocation of an increase in the bus fare,
and going through education, health and prevention of corruption. Given this
political context, I first analyze whether political protests can change the
political equilibrium, by affecting the results of elections. That is, it is possible
that voters that attended to the protests changed their political behavior as a
response to the lack of effectiveness of their political action on politicians; or,
besides showing political preferences of protesters, the protests could also have
affected political behavior of voters that did not attend to the protests but
experienced a protest in their municipalities, by influencing them to become
more politically engaged.

With these mechanisms in mind, I first analyze the decision to participate
in the elections. The perception of lack of response from legislators (what
will be tested later on) might be a reason for people to move away from
participating in the choice of political representatives. Looking at turnout rate
of each municipality, I show that, on average, the protests are associated with
a decrease of 1.1 percentage points in the turnout rate at the municipal level,
what represents a decrease of 1.22% with respect to the mean. When we look
at differential effects with respect to some municipalities’ characteristics, we
see that this effect comes from municipalities with high educational level and
high income inequality rates. And as expected, the effect goes in the opposite
direction when we look to those municipalities where youngsters are more
politically engaged - that is, those who registered to vote though voting was
not mandatory for their age.
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Capítulo 1. Introduction 9

Besides not participating in elections, the protest might have affected
elections results through an increase in the number of "protest vote", which
are the null votes 1. The protest have a higher correlation with null votes than
when compared to turnout rate: protests are associated with an increase of 2.2
percentage points in the share of null votes, what represents a increase of 24%
with respect to the mean. Looking at different municipalities’ characteristics,
we see that this effect comes from with high internet penetration and lower
rates of youngsters’ political engagement.

The effects of the protests go beyond, impacting also the vote distribution
of legislators. Using data of the 2010 and 2014 elections, I compare how protests
affected the vote share a legislator received at each municipality relative to total
votes of the municipality in the 2014 elections. I look at the vote share of each
legislator in each municipality of the state he was running for, and show that
there is a correlation between protests and a decrease in the votes a legislator
that run for reelection obtained. I found evidence that, on average, voters from
municipalities that had at least one protest punish incumbents legislators:
at these municipalities, protests are associated with a decrease of 3.5% on
incumbents’ vote share (with respect to the total votes of the municipality).

Moreover, I found that the electoral punishment of incumbents varies
according to municipal characteristics. I considered heterogeneities related to
internet penetration, educational level, youngsters’ political activism, income
inequality and quality of public services. Regarding these characteristics, I
show that the these electoral punishments of incumbents related to protests
come from those municipalities with higher internet penetration (above the
national median) and higher educational level presented. There is no evidence
of this result, however, when we look at municipalities with low internet
penetration and low educational level.

Looking at legislators’ behavior, I then analyze whether political protests
can make politicians’ behavior more responsive to citizens’ expectations. That
is, we know very little about political accountability outside elections periods.
Do our political institutions create the right incentives for the politicians to
respond to citizens’ demands not only near the elections? I focus my analysis
on Brazilian legislators’ behavior, using presence in plenary, proposed bills
and federal budget amendments as measures of their performance. The aim
of this analysis is to verify whether political protests matter in the sense that
they can be an effective way to require changes in the way politicians approach
relevant public issues. Considering that protesters’ will has not been completely

1In Brazil, there is a distinction between null votes, when voters choose numbers that
do not exist in the electronic voting machine, and white votes, when he pushes the white
button at the voting machine. I use both types of both to define as "protest votes"
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Capítulo 1. Introduction 10

considered by politicians, because of either the lack of action or the action on
the other direction, I expect each of these variables to measure the response
of legislators facing the protesters’ demands.

With a completely different electoral system from the United States,
Brazilian open-list proportional system makes it an useful case to study. It
creates a huge variation in the districts’ size (the states), consequently creating
variation in the electoral representation: a legislator from São Paulo State
represents 456,853 voters, while a legislator from Roraima state represents
37,426 voters. In this sense, the research design presented in this paper exploits
the variation in different exposure to political protests for each politician,
according to the composition of their electorate. Specifically, I construct
an index that uses the distribution of votes obtained by each legislator
by municipality in the 2010 elections. When the protests started in June
2013, the votes of 2010 elections were taken as given and politicians were
behaving accordingly to this vote distribution since the beginning of the
legislature. I use a non-traditional difference-in-difference approach, comparing
the performance of politicians more or less exposed to protests, before and after
the demonstrations started.

Taking into account that legislators behave in order to either maximize
the chances they have to be reelected, since there are no term limits for
legislative positions in Brazil, or, more importantly, act accountably facing
their electorate’s overall discontentment with politics, I expect legislators
more exposed to protests to respond more positively to it. The results show
that, on average, political protests did not have an impact on all dimensions
of a legislator performance. Looking at variables that represent a rent-seek
behavior (presence in plenary) and variables related to the legislative duty
(proposal of bills), I conclude that the protests did not have effects on these
performance variables. However, with respect to the legislators’ distributive
behavior to the electorate, I found positive effect of protests on federal
budget amendments of the median legislative (with respect to the protest
exposure index), representing an increase in the share of amendments related
to protesters’ demands of 36% with respect to the mean.

On the other hand, I found significant effects of protests with respect
to all performance variables when I look at heterogeneities with respect to
legislators’ characteristics. Focusing on three different characteristics, I show
that there is a differential effect of protests on legislators’ behavior. First,
the average effect of protests on the share of federal budget amendments
related to protests is positive for those legislators running for reelection.
Notwithstanding, the effect of running for reelection is not positive for all
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legislators. For legislators more exposed to protests (75th percentile of the
protest exposure index), those who run for reelection increased by 14% their
federal budget amendments with respect to the mean. However, when we look
at legislators less exposed to protests (25th percentile), the effect of protests
on federal budget amendments, though it is small (2.6% at the mean), is
negative. That is, the higher the protest exposure, the more a legislator respond
positively for running for reelection.

Second, there is also a different and positive response from legislators
that rank high on the vote distribution of the coalition - that is, the ones that
received more votes in the coalition which they participate in. Jumping from
the bottom of the coalition ranking to the top is associated with an increase
in presence in plenary for legislators more affected by the protests. However,
this effect in presence rate is negative for legislators less exposed to protests.
Looking at the total number of proposed bills, this change from the bottom to
the top of the coalition raking is associated with a greater effect in terms of
magnitude. For legislators more exposed to protests (75th percentile of protest
exposure index), this effect represents an increase of 16% at the mean of total
number of proposals. By contrast, when we look at legislators less exposed to
protests (25th percentile) there is a decrease of 25% at the mean. Finally, there
seem to be no differential effect whether the legislator is part of the federal
government coalition or not.

Finally, I combine the analysis of voters and legislators’ behavior. That
is, I use these legislators’ performance variables to test whether voters were
taking them into account when they participated in the 2014 elections. Looking
for differential effects of protests in the vote share of each legislator with
respect to his response to protesters’ demands, I found no evidence that
voters are rewarding incumbents that have responded more positively to the
protests. In more precise terms, there is no differential effect for legislators
who have increased their presence in plenary sessions, nor for legislators
who allocated more federal budget amendments related to health, education
or urban development to the municipality, and neither for legislators who
proposed a bill related to health, education, urban development or public
security.

Moreover, I also test whether instead of punishing legislators for their
individual actions voters were punishing legislators for being aligned with the
federal government. That is, taking into account the sharp decrease in president
Dilma Roussef’s government approval among the public, which dropped 27
points in three weeks before and after the protests, voters might be punishing
politicians from the Worker’s Party (PT) to show their discontentment with
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the governing party. However, I found no evidence of this effect.
This work contributes to the study of political events that can give

light to changes in the political equilibrium, seeking institutional innovations
that enable the existence of a well-functioning democracy. Overall, the lack of
response of legislators facing political protests might be seen as an institutional
failure that gives rise to poor accountability of legislators. Although there is
a huge demand of the society for changes in legislators’ behavior, the political
rules do not allow society to fully ensure that the preferences of citizens
are reflected in politics. Hence, I conclude that the open-list proportional
system does not give the right incentives for legislators to be accountable and
responsive to political protests.

However, legislators should rethink their actions facing these political
protests, since we see that, first, the protests are affecting elections outcomes,
like turnout rate and "protests votes"(the null votes), what can certainly
affect elections outcomes, by selecting different politicians to power, impacting
political outcomes, such as the kind of bills that are approved. And second,
incumbents are losing votes in municipalities that had at least one protest,
regardless whether they responded or not to protests, what can be seen as
voters using a rule-of-thumb to also show their political discontentment with
politics. Maybe it is the case that politicians need to respond more in order
to show that they are concerned with protesters’ demands and are working to
act responsively to what citizens expect.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Session 2 contextualizes my
research in the related literature and presents the contributions I am making
to it; Session 3 provides background information on the protests and Brazilian
political institutions and Section 4 presents the data I use. In Session 5, I
present the estimation framework, in Section 6.1 the results related to the
electoral consequences of the protests and in Section 6.2 the results with
respect to legislators’ behavior. Section 7 concludes the findings and makes
a brief discussion on these results.
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2
Related Literature

This paper relates to a body of empirical and theoretical research on
political protests, which has expanded recently. Most of the papers on this
literature refers to the causes of political protests. Research on the casual effect
of these protests suggests that citizens take costly political action to signal their
political preferences to leaders, which are private information (Lohmman 1993,
1994); or because they are unsatisfied with their income under-performance
(Campante and Chor 2012); or because there are no strong institutions through
which citizens can participate in the political process (Machado, Scartascini
and Tommasi 2011). However, there is almost no empirical work quantifying
the causal effects of protests on political outcomes. It is an open question as
to what extent political protests can cause political change, and in this sense
I make contributions to the literature that refers to the consequences of this
political phenomenon.

Regarding the question whether political protests can change the political
equilibrium, this work relates to a recent body of empirical and theoretical work
that attempts to explain changes in political behavior, both from incumbents
and voters. The existing political economy framework that analyzes how
protests can affect voting behavior and policy was first developed by Lohmann
(1993, 1994). Lohmman emphasizes the role of revealing private information
to the public at large and to policymakers. In spite of being one of the
main references in the protest literature, this information-driven model of
the effectiveness of political activism seem to be incomplete (Madestam et
al. 2013). Social networks mobilization and habit formation are key missing
elements in the model of political protests proposed by Lohmann.

In this context, from the standpoint of incumbents, we can use the model
elaborated by Bidner and Francois (2003) to explain how the protests could
have affected politicians’ behavior. They developed a dynamic political agency
model to explain endogenous transition from permissive to non-permissive poli-
tical norms, whereby citizens punish transgressors and leaders act accountably,
creating, then, a theory for the emergence of political accountability. This mo-
del identifies two types of voters, the rational and the gripped ones, and the
proportion of these types verified across citizens defines the political equili-
brium in which the society is. The rational ones are the voters that make a
cost-benefit analysis to decide whether or not to punish incumbents who com-
mitted transgressions. By contrast, the gripped ones are voters who do not
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Capítulo 2. Related Literature 14

take into account the costs related to changing the incumbent - for example,
the value of the incumbent’s experience, or that there is uncertainty whether
other politician would be a transgressor or not. They have an irrational desire
to register their opposition against transgression and always punish transgres-
sors1. In this model, if the state changes from non-gripped to gripped, the
rational politicians will cease transgressing.

Given this model, the protests can be seen as an exogenous shock on the
proportion of gripped voters. That is, considering that just a small percentage
of the population participated in the protests2, the share of the population that
became aware of political discontentment and strengthened their desires for a
political reform is much greater than the share of citizens who participated in
the protests. In this context, anticipating that voters would punish incumbents
for grievance, legislators had incentives to respond positively to the protests,
and, in this sense, act accountably to the electorate’s expectation. That is, due
to an increase in the proportion of gripped voters, politicians have incentives
not to transgress, since they know they would be punished not only by the
gripped voters but also by the rational ones.

On the other hand, the mechanism behind the protests is similar to
the mechanism of collective action described by Yanagizawa-Drot (2014) with
respect the genocide in Rwanda. In both cases, there was initially a small group
of people influencing others citizens to participate in the political movement.
However, the fundamental distinction is that, in Rwanda’s case, the collective
action was directed to illegitimate purposes, whereas regarding the protests in
Brazil, the purpose was to raise awareness of political issues, and so forth were
legitimate.

Related to this is the growing body of work on how people form political
beliefs (Di Tella, Galiani and Shacrgrodsky 2012; Hafer and Landa 2006). In the
context of the model presented by Murphy and Shleifer (2004), that describes
the formation of social networks through which people persuade and influence
each other, the protests could work as a space to foster social networks which
discusses political issues. The more people are in a network, the stronger is its
overall influence on each person’s beliefs, through exchange of information and
group identity. Moreover, another important aspect related to the formation

1That is, the rational voters’ willingness to tolerate a transgression today depends on their
belief about the likely behavior of a replacement politician, and this in turn depends on their
belief about the willingness of voters to tolerate transgressions in the future. This dynamic
complementarity opens up the possibility of behavioral change that is driven purely by the
belief that others will change their behavior. Thus, bayesian belief updating by rational
voters can lead beliefs to a level where permissive norms become inconsistent.

2Using the data described in Section 4, the mean of the share of the population that
attended a protest at the municipal level is 1.91%.
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of political beliefs is that the low level of awareness of specific issues can raise
the susceptibility of persuasion of these beliefs (Zaller 1992), what can affect
voters’ behavior.

Facing these news debates in the social networks, I expect voters, who
condition their voting decision on incumbent’s behavior (Barro 1973), to punish
legislators for indicators of poor effort, and reward the opposite. That is, the
voters who experienced a protest, when facing the lack of effective responses
from politicians, could have had greater discontentment and willingness for
change, what was translated into an electoral punishment of incumbents. As
I show in Section 6.2, my work contributes providing empirical evidence that
voters from municipalities that had at least a protest behave differently when
compared to voters that did not experienced a protest.

With regard to the effects of political protests on politicians’ behavior, the
paper that best relates to my research in this literature is the work of Madestam
et al. (2013), who focus on the Tea Party Movement in the United States
and conclude that political protests matter since they can affect policymaking
and voting behavior. Using an instrumental variable approach, the authors
show that incumbent representatives vote more conservatively following large
protests in their district, and larger protests increase turnout in the 2010
elections, primarily favoring Republican candidates. Although Madestam et al.
(2013) also analyze the behavior of the Legislative branch, the electoral system
of Brazil and the US are completely different, making it vain to expand their
conclusions to the Brazilian case. The change in the behavior of politicians are
conditional to the kind of restrictions imposed on them, and when we analyze
the behavior of legislators it is important to have in mind the electoral rules
by which they won their mandate.

In this context, it may be vain to compare the consequences of political
protests from two different systems. In the Brazilian case, legislators are elected
on a proportional open-list scheme, whilst in the American one, they use a
majoritarian voting system. In the American case, there is a direct connection
between a politician and a given region, as each location elects its own
and unique representative. However, there is no direct connection in systems
where legislative races occur in electoral districts with large geographical
dimensions and where various parties and candidates are elected within
multimember districts. Regarding the differences between these two systems,
Glagiarducci, Nannicini e Naticchioni (2011) use the Italian case to confirm
their theoretical prediction that legislators elected by majoritarian rules behave
more accordingly to their constituencies’ will, being more accountable, while
on the other hand representatives elected by proportional rules behave more
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as rent-seekers, since they are less accountable.
The difference in behavior from american and brazilian legislators is also

referred in the work of Samuels (2003). He points that political scientists
have assumed that reelection motivates politicians everywhere, since this is
the behavior observed in the U.S. House of Representatives. Notwithstanding,
he argues that legislators in Brazil see the national legislature as a stepping-
stone to "higher"office, both at the municipal level and at the state level. Using
the typology created by Ames (2001) that distinguishes a legislator’s electorate
by two characteristics, dominance and concentration, Carvalho (2003) affirms
that the behavior of Brazilian legislators that were elected with votes from
few municipalities where they are dominant will be considerably different from
the behavior of legislators that were elected with votes from a huge range of
municipalities. In this sense, we can expect heterogeneity in the response of
legislators facing different proportions of their electorate protesting, and I use
this hypothesis to identify the effect of protests on political behavior in Session
5.

Regarding changes in the legislators’ actions, this work also relates to the
literature on political accountability. First, it contributes to the growing body
of research on political accountability of legislators3. There is an advanced body
of research on accountability of American legislators (Lee, Moretti and Butler
2004; Snyder and Stromberg 2010; Nannicini, Stella, Tabellini and Troiano
2013). However, also regarding this aspect, the differences pointed before
between the majoritarian system and the proportional one once again make it
vain to expand conclusions from one case to the other. For Brazilian legislators,
the Political Science literature deals with issues of career concerns, modeling
what factors shape the decision to run for reelection or not (Bertholini, Fajardo,
De Faveri and Pereira 2014; Leoni, Pereira and Rennó 2004). Nevertheless,
this literature has not dealt with the instruments available to citizens to keep
elected officials accountable for their actions, like the political protests I analyze
in this work.

Furthermore, it is interesting to analyze accountability of legislators
because accountability should be more pronounced in gubernatorial elections,
where a single agent can be blamed, rather than in legislative elections where
blame is harder to attribute (Besley and Case 2003). In this sense, most of
the papers that relates to Brazilian legislators’ behavior focus on permanent
and traditional factors that affect their behavior, such as pork barrel politics,
number of terms, political influence within the party (Pereira and Renno 2007),
and also ideology or (lack of it) (Zucco and Lauderdale 2011). Nevertheless,

3Regarding accountability of Brazilian executive branch, see Ferraz and Finan (2008).
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there is little research focusing on transitory political events that can also affect
legislators’ behavior, like the 2013 protests.

Completely related to the literature on political accountability is the
body of research that studies the effects of media penetration. In this context,
the protests can be seen as non-institutionalized forms of political participa-
tion, in line with the role media plays in affecting political outcomes (Snyder
and Strömberg 2010; Besley and Burgess 2002; Strömberg 2008). Having a
more informed and politically active electorate strengthens incentives for go-
vernments to be responsive (Besley and Burgess 2002) and, in this context,
it is of extreme relevance to know whether the Brazilian political system and
electoral rules allow citizens to use other forms of political action beyond vo-
ting to ensure that the their preferences are reflected in politics and the laws
proposed by legislators. The next section presents the background on the pro-
tests and the other sections present my empirical strategy and the estimated
results.
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3
Background - The 2013 Protests in Brazil

Initiated mainly by the “Movimento Passe Livre” (MPL, Free Fare
Movement), a social movement that advocates for free public transportation,
the demonstrations were initially organized to protest against an increase
in bus and metro fare in some Brazilian cities. The protests were violently
repressed by the police in São Paulo, Brazil’s largest city, and what seemed to
be just another series of acts among several others organized by the MPL,
took nationwide repercussion and protests spread throughout the country.
Between June 17th and 30th, the movement had grown to become Brazil’s
largest protests since the 1992’s against former President Fernando Collor de
Mello.

More than 775 protests happened in 433 municipalities (around 7,8% of
total number of municipalities), leading at least 2.8 million individuals to the
streets from all over the country. Figure 9.1 depicts a map of the municipalities
that had at least one protest. Although the protests did not occur uniformly
across the territory, they took place in every state of the country. Table
9.1 shows the percentage of the population from each state that lives in a
municipality that had a protest. Despite being concentrated in Southeast and
South regions, the state less affected by the protests had 18% of its population
experiencing a protest. We can see that there is a huge variability among
the brazilian states in what refers to the occurrence of protests. Disregarding
Distrito Federal (DF), that has just one municipality, citizens from the state
of Rio de Janeiro (RJ) are the ones that experienced more protests: over 80%
of the population live in a municipality that had a demonstration.

Besides the fact that these protests were the biggest ones over the last
two decades, it is interesting to notice that the protesters, composed mainly
by youngsters, had a wide agenda of demands. Despite this fact, most of the
demands refers to disappointment with the inadequate provision of public
services and widespread corruption affecting most of Brazilian governmental
institutions. Although the raise in the bus fares were revoked or postponed
in several municipalities, the protests kept going for a few more days. We see
in figure 9.2 that at the most intense day of the protests (June 20th) citizens
were demonstrating in over 120 municipalities, taking more than 1.5 million
people to the streets.

Most of the demands were directed to the executive branch (president
Dilma Rousseff, governors and mayors) and just a couple of days after pro-
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testers have set fire in front of the Presidential Palace, the president made a
public announcement of a wide set of proposed policies, contemplating themes
such as public services, urban mobility, fiscal discipline and a political reform.
However, there were also demands referring to the legislative competence. In
Brasilia, the national capital, protesters decided to demonstrate in front of the
National Congress and when the police could not hold them back anymore,
they went up and took control over the rooftop of the Congress.

The demands related to the legislative branch include the revocation
of a constitutional proposal that limited the power of prosecutors to conduct
criminal investigations (PEC 37), the criminalization of all forms of corruption
as heinous crimes, the end of the secret vote in Congress to expel a legislator,
the destination of 10% of the Brazilian GDP to education and of petroleum
royalties to education (75%) and Health (25%). There were also some themes
that were not a consensus among the protesters, like the end of all taxes
on public transport, the implementation of free public transportation to the
students enrolled regularly, and the revocation of "Gay Cure"bill authorizing
sexual orientation conversion therapy by psychologists.
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4
Data

With respect to the protests, I use information available at a news website
of Brazil, G1, which is one of the biggest news site in the country. Few days
after a police brutality at a protest in São Paulo, the website created a special
session to cover issues related to protests that started taking place all over the
country. The data compiled at the website contains information on whether a
municipality had a protest or not, how many people attended it according to
police estimates and how many days with protests a municipality had during
our period of interest. The website covered the protests that happened between
July 17th and July 30th.

Although it is relevant to know not only if there was a protest but the
intensity of it, in terms of percentage of the population that participated in
it, I use a binary variable reflecting whether there was at least one protest
at the municipality instead of using the number of protesters. The reason is
lack of precision on data about the intensity, since the protest attendance was
measured by different sources, usually local police departments, and the access
to the methodologies used to compute how many people showed up in each
protest is limited. Thus, my analysis will be based on protest incidence, rather
than protest intensity.

Regarding the analysis of the electoral consequences of protests, I use
data from the Superior Electoral Court (Tribunal Superior Eleitoral), which
is the highest judicial body of the Brazilian electoral system, responsible
for organizing and publicizing information relative to elections. From this
database, I constructed two panel. First, using data on turnout and null votes
at the municipal level, I construct a panel with 3 periods referring to 2006,
2010 and 2014 elections. Second, I constructed a panel of the legislators’ vote
share in each municipality in 2010 and 2014 elections. That is, I look at the
vote share a legislator obtained in a municipality with respect to the total votes
of the municipality1. I also use data from TSE to construct the municipality
turnout rate and the youngster’s registration rate at both election. To test for
heterogeneity on protests’ effects, I use mainly data from 2010 census. Access
to internet refers to the share of households in a municipality with at least
one computer with access to internet. Education level uses information on the

1I use this variable instead of using the vote share relative to the total votes of the
legislator, since the variation in the treatment is at the municipal level.
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share of citizens with at least 10 years of age that are literate. I also use data
from IDEB and IDSUS, which are indexes constructed to test quality of public
education and health systems.

Regarding politicians’ behavior, I extracted information on two different
performance variables from the Chamber of Deputies’ website: presence in
plenary sessions and proposed bills. Also, I accessed data on the legislators’
federal budget amendments from the Federal Senate’s website. I have data on
642 legislators that had a seat between 2011-2014, but I restrict my analysis
to the 513 legislators who exercised their mandate during the protests’ period.
First, I look at the frequency of presence of the legislator in all the plenary
sessions by week. The period considered February 2013 to December 20132.
Table 9.2 presents the summary statistics of all variables, where we see that
the mean of the presence rate is 0.82.

Second, the other variable I look at is related to what is known in
American politics as pork barrel politics. With data on the federal budget
amendments from 2011 to 2013, I use the share of the total amount of these
amendments made by each legislator that relates to the protesters’ demands.
To classify an amendment as related to protests, I analyzed which ministry was
assigned as the responsible for implementing the amendment. Amendments
assigned to the Ministry of Health, of Education, of Transports, and of Cities3

were classified as related to the protests. Table 9.2 shows that on average, 57%
of all individual amendments were related to the protesters’ demands.

Furthermore, the main goal of the protesters was to get changes in
substantial matters, such as the creation of new bills, like the one that reserves
10% of the GDP to education, and the repeal of laws, like PEC 37 discussed
earlier. Given this context, besides using the total number of bills proposed
by each legislator by quarter, I also look at the amount of these bills that
relates to the protesters’ demands and use a dummy whether the legislator
proposed one. To classify a proposal of bill as related to protests, I identified
for which commission in the Chamber of Deputies the proposal was assigned. If
it were assigned to the Commission of Education, of Social Security, of Urban
Development, and of Public Security, I classified it as a proposal related to
protests. Between February 2011 and September 2014, legislators proposed
8.151 bills: 949 (12%) related to health, 319 (4%) to education, and 437 (5%)
to urban development or public security.

2Although I have information from the beginning of the legislature, there were a change
in the rules of the Chamber in October 2012, by which presence in plenary were mandatory
from Tuesday till Thursday, instead of from Monday till Friday. This might have changed
the dynamics of presence rate and, thus, I consider the legislatice year of 2013

3 Which in Brazil is the federal department responsible for urban development.
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Empirical Framework

To examine whether protests can affect the political equilibrium, I
estimate regressions of the political outcomes discussed before at the municipal
level on a dummy whether the municipality had a protest or not. As we see
in table 9.3, municipalities that had a protest are considerably different from
those that had not: they are bigger, have higher income per capita, more
years of schooling, and greater share of urban population. Certainly these
characteristics on which they differ affect not only the probability of having
a protest but also other variables we are interested in analyze the effect on.
I mitigate this problem by adding municipal fixed-effects to the estimations,
taking advantage of the panel with 3 different periods (2006, 2010 and 2014
elections).

First, I test whether the protests affected the participation in elections,
using turnout rate at the municipal level to estimate the following equation:

Turnoutmt = αt + γm + δPostt + θPostt × Protestm + εmt (5-1)

where Turnoutmt is the number of votes casted in municipality m at election
in t, divided by the total population aged between 15 and 70 years (to
approximate the population who is obligated to vote), αt controls for time fixed
effects, γm controls for municipal fixed effects, Postt refers to the 2014 elections,
and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a protest. Through this
equation, I test the hypothesis that the fact of experiencing a protest might
change the political behavior of voters. The coefficient of interest, θ, estimates
whether voters are participating more or less in the elections due to exposure
to the political protests. In all the regressions using data from elections at
the municipal level, I weight the observations by the number os voters who
participated in the 2014 elections, to take into account that I am aggregating
individual voting behavior by municipalities what implies that I need to give
higher weigh in the estimation to those municipalities where there are more
voters. With regard to the estimation of the standard errors, I calculate it
clustering by municipalities, since I have a panel where observations from the
same municipality might be correlated across time.

Using equation (5-1) as base line, I test whether there are differential
effects of protests conditional on municipalities’ characteristics. To do so,
I reestimate equation (5-1) separately for two groups, depending whether
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or not they are above or below certain threshold, which is the national
median of the variable being tested. Based on the social unrest literature
(Madestam et al. 2013; Campante and Chor 2012; Passarelli and Tabellini
2013), I look at municipal characteristics that influence protest incidence
and might affect other political outcome variables, such as media penetration
(share of population with access to internet), educational level (literacy rate),
youngsters’ political activism (share of youngster to whom voting is not
mandatory (16 and 17 years old) that registered to vote in the 2014 elections)
and income inequality (Gini index).

I then look at the "protest votes". I estimate a similar equation as
equation (5-1), using share of null votes with respect to total number of voters:

Null votesmt = αt + γm + δPostt + θPostt × Protestm + εmt (5-2)

Next, I analyze whether voters who experienced a protest voted differen-
tly from voters who did not. By looking at vote share of each legislator in each
municipality, I examine whether they were punished in those municipalities
where protests took place. I estimate the following equation:

V ote sharedmt = αd + γm + βPostt + θPostt × Protestm + δWdm + εdmt

(5-3)

where the dependent variable is the vote share of municipality m that refers to
legislator d at election t, αd control for time-invariant legislators’ characteris-
tics, γm controls for municipal fixed effects, Postt refers to the 2014 elections1,
and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a protest. Additionally,
the vector Wdm includes the following controls: a dummy whether legislator d
was from the same party of the mayor of m; the amount (log) of federal budget
amendments per capita from legislator d directed to municipality m; a dummy
whether municipality m is the hometown of legislator d; and the number of
legislators running at the state, divided by total population of municipality m.
It is important to control for legislators’ characteristics that are time-invariant
and that affect their vote distribution, like the fact that some legislators are
more charismatic than others or that they have stronger alliances along the
state.

Through this equation, I test the hypothesis that the fact of experiencing
a protest might change the political behavior of voters. By including legislator
and municipality fixed-effects, I expect that the interaction of a dummy of

1Since I consider only two periods, the Post-protestt dummy controls for time fixed-
effects.
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post-protest period (Postt) with a dummy whether the municipality had
a demonstration (Protestm) to capture the effect of the protests on the
legislators’ vote share. In other words, the coefficient of interest, θ, estimates
whether voters are punishing or not incumbents. I hypothesize that the
underlying mechanism for this effect is that a lack of response on legislators’
behavior after the protests shifted the electorate toward more gripped voters
(Bidner and Francois 2003), which ultimately changed their political behavior.

In a similar way to respect to the turnout analysis, I test for heteroge-
neities in municipal characteristics, by reestimating equation (5-3) separately
for two groups. Based on the social unrest literature (Madestam et al. 2013;
Campante and Chor 2012; Passarelli and Tabellini 2013), I look at municipal
characteristics that influence protest incidence and might affect political out-
come variables. Similarly to the previous analysis of turnout and null votes, I
test for heterogeneity regarding access to internet, level of education, youngs-
ters’ political engagement and income inequality, but I also test for two more
heterogeneities, related to quality of provision of public health and education
systems.

Now, taking into account that rational politicians may expect that the
protests in the street may be translated into dissatisfaction also during the
elections, whereby voters would punish politicians that did not respond to
their demands, I now look at data from the Chamber of Deputies to measure
whether legislators were acting accordingly or not to protests’ demands. I
expect legislators more or less exposed to protest to respond differently to
protests and, in this sense, in order to test whether politicians respond to
political protests, I need variation in a variable that represents how much
each legislator was affected by the protests. I construct an index for each
legislator that measures protest exposure using information about the votes
he received in the 2010 elections. Yet, exposure here does not refer to the share
of a legislator’s electorate that protested. As pointed before, information on
the number of protesters is not reliable, and, thus, I use a dummy to indicate
the municipalities that had at least one protest. That is, the index was created
according to the following equation, which in words represents the share of the
legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality that had at least one protest:

Protest Exposure Indexd =
M∑
1
λmd.1protestm (5-4)

where 1protest is an indicator function whether municipality m had at least
one protest; λmd is the weight giving to each municipality, that is, the
vote share accordingly to the participation of municipality m in the total
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votes to legislator d; and M refers to all municipalities of the state he was
running for. This index was built having in mind that the legislators behave
accordingly either to maximize the chances they have to be reelected2, since
there are no term limits for legislative positions in Brazil, or, more importantly,
to act accountably facing his electorates’ overall discontentment. In this
sense, legislators have incentives to act accordingly to meet their electorates’
expectations. Using the variation in the legislators’ share of voters that live
in a municipality that had a protest, which is exogenous to protests from the
legislator standpoint, the index captures the influence of the protests over the
legislators.

Thus, to estimate the effect of the protests on legislators I begin by
estimating the following OLS specification:

Performancedt = δPostt + θPostt × Protest Indexd + αd + γt + εdt (5-5)

where Performancedt refers to one of the four performance variables I analyze,
Postt is a dummy equal to 1 if period t is after the first week of protests, and
Protest Indexd is the variable capturing protest exposure for legislator d.
Furthermore, αd controls for legislators’ time-invariant characteristics and γt

controls for time fixed effects, and εdt is a random error term for the legislator d
at period t. In all regressions, I cluster standard errors by legislator. Clustering
at the legislator level allows the estimation of the standard errors to take into
account that observations from the same legislator are correlated across time.

My identification strategy relies on the fact that since legislators were
elected, they have been taking into account their electorate’s preferences. In
this sense, my index is exogenous conditional on past behavior, since legislators
were not expecting it to happen. After the protests, then, the only reason
why a legislator behaves differently conditional on his protest exposure index
is because he responds to protests. Thus, this equation identifies whether
the protests affected the legislators’ behavior by the estimation of θ. If after
the protests there was a difference in the behavior of those legislators whose
electorate protested more, that is, if θ is statistically significant, then we can
conclude that politicians responded to political protests.

With regard to Performancedt, first, I look at the frequency of presence
of the legislator in all the plenary sessions by week. Following Nannicini et
al (2013), I use this variable to measure rent-seeking behavior. Legislators
receive a salary and what it is minimally expected from them is participation
in the parliamentary debate so as to contribute to the legislative procedure

2Or to maximize the chances when running run for higher positions (Leoni, Pereira and
Rennó 2004)
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of elaborating relevant laws. Otherwise, if they are not contributing to the
legislative activities, albeit being paid by society, then they are allocating their
time in other personal activities that might be not related to a legislator’s duty.
The period considered February 2013 to December 20133.

Second, the other variable I look at is related to what is known in
American politics as pork barrel politics. In Brazil the executive has the
prerogative to elaborate the annual budget proposal and legislators are allowed
to amend the budget bill and propose individual amendments that transfer
funds – which normally favor their electoral strongholds (Leoni, Pereira and
Rennó 2004). They can propose a limited number of amendments, that can go
up to a total of R$ 15 million per year (nearly US$5.8 million). Indeed, the
Congress merely authorizes the budget. It is the executive branch, however,
who decides if and when to disburse the funds. In this regard, I look at data on
the federal budget amendments proposed by each legislator – considering that
looking at the amendments that were actually implemented by the Executive
could bias the analysis. The idea is that legislators might have used these
amendments as political tools to please voters from municipalities that had
protests.

Although there is evidence that there is no direct link between pork
and electoral success, Samuels (2002) shows that instead of trading pork
for votes, brazilian legislators trade pork for money, what then affects their
electoral prospects. Albeit the link is indirect, we can still expect legislators
to use pork and barrel to respond to protesters’ demands. Moreover, Firpo,
Ponczek and Sanfelice (2014) find that politicians tend to favor municipalities
that represents a bigger share of the votes obtained by politicians. Also, they
provide evidence that voters support candidates who have brought resources
to their localities, what explains why should legislators use pork barrel to fulfill
protesters’ demands.

Finally, I look to two variables related to the legislative duty of proposing
bills. I use the total number of bills proposed by each legislator by quarter
and the share t of these bills that relates to the protesters’ demands. It is
worthy pointing that elaborating more or less bills, in terms of number of
bills, does not necessarily mean that protesters had their requests answered.
Deputies may introduce legislation with no intention of ensuring that their bills
are passed. Legislators submit bills, the Chamber registers them, and printed
versions are sent to constituents as proof of legislative effort from the legislator

3Although I have information from the beginning of the legislature, there were a change
in the rules of the Chamber in October 2012, by which presence in plenary were mandatory
from Tuesday till Thursday, instead of from Monday till Friday. This might have changed
the dynamics of presence rate and, thus, I consider the legislatice year of 2013
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(Novaes 1994). In this sense, even in the case where the protests did not get
real changes, the fact that legislators are putting effort in proposing a bill just
to show it at his bailiwick is an evidence that they want to show that they
respond positively when his electorate demonstrates.

Due to the different nature of the three dimensions of legislators’ perfor-
mance, t will refers to different time periods depending on the variable used
as dependent variable. For presence in plenary rate, I aggregated data weekly,
for the federal budget amendments I use data annually and for the proposed
bills I did it quarterly. This is due to the difference response time a legislator
can have relating to these different variables. Changing their behavior with
respect to attend a plenary session is much less demanding than elaborating a
new bill.

It is important to highlight that even if I estimate a statistically signi-
ficant coefficient of Postt, I can not conclude from it that the protests were
a relevant factor for altering the legislators’ behavior. That is, the legislators’
electorate protested all at the same time and I can not disentangle the effects
of the protests from other events that occurred after June 2013 and that might
have affected all legislators similarly, likewise the 2014 elections. The identifi-
cation strategy relies on the hypothesis that a legislator responds differently
according to a higher or lower level of protest exposition. This limits my fin-
dings if, instead of responding accordingly to their electorate, all legislators
responded similarly regardless of the behavior of their electorate.

Although the comparison between legislators more or less exposed to
protests identifies the average impact of protests on performance outcomes,
it does not capture the fact that these effects might depend on legislators’
characteristics. To test whether there is a differential effect, I estimate a model
that includes an interaction of the variable capturing the effect of the protests
with different characteristics of legislators.

Performancedt = αd + γt + δPostt + θPostt × Protest Indexd (5-6)

+ β0Postt ×Xd + β1Postt × Protest Indexd ×Xd

+ εdt

where Xd is one of the characteristics I hypothesize that may have an
heterogeneous effect related to protests response4. In this model, the parameter
β1 estimates the casual impact of the protests, conditional on the legislator’s
characteristic Xd. I am interested in testing heterogeneity related to three
different characteristics. First, one may expect that, due to reelection incentives

4The interaction term Protest Indexd ×Xd is included in the αd.
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(Glagliarducci et al. 2011; Pereira and Rennó 2007), a legislator more exposed
to protests will respond more than a legislator whose electorate did not protest,
as the protests demonstrate discontentment of the electorate.

Second, there might be a differential effect related to the legislator’s
position in the vote distribution of the coalition. Brazil’s electoral rules allow
parties to make, at the state level, coalitions among legislators so as to run
together in the open-list proportional system. This implies that votes go not
directly to the legislator but rather to the coalition and the number of seats a
party gets depends on the total number of votes the coalition obtained relative
to the other coalitions in the state. As a consequence, the legislator is elected
depending if he ranks above the number of seats the coalition obtained5.
Therefore, I expect a differential behavior from legislators at the top and
legislators at the bottom of that ranking. I hypothesize that legislators at
the bottom of the coalition ranking respond more positively to the protests,
since they are the ones near the threshold to obtain a seat. Hence, these
legislators can not assure a margin of votes to win the next election, having
more uncertainty about reelection, what motivates them to respond more to
protests.

Finally, I test whether being part of the federal government coalition has
a differential effect on a legislator’s behavior. Although there were demands
related to the legislative branch, most of the protesters’ demands were directed
to the president. Because the executive in Brazil controls most pork-barrel
programs, good relations with the president are primordial to succeed in getting
funds to a legislator’s bailiwick (Ames 2001). Due to informal arrangements
between the executive and the legislative, by which the president bargains
support in the Congress making use of high level positions in the federal
administration (Ames 2001), it is expected that a legislator that participates
in the federal government coalition will act more responsively to protests6.

To end up, I go back to data from the elections and test whether
legislators who responded more positively to protests were less punished in

5This different aspect of Brazil’s electoral system allowed 89 legislators, around 18%
of the total, to be elected even though they received less votes and ranked below other
legislators in the state ranking regarding total votes. That is, they were elected just because
their coalition got a lot of votes, but not because voters voted directly on them.

6Besides PT, the president’s party, I consider legislators from PCdoB, PDT, PMDB, PP,
PR and PRB as allies. These are the parties that hold a cabinet position in the period after
the protests.
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the 2014 elections, I estimate the following equation:

V ote sharedmt = αd + γm + β0Postt + θPostt × Protestm+ (5-7)

+ β1Postt × Zdm + β2Postt × Protestm × Zdm

+ β3Zdm + δWdm + εdmt

where Zdm refers to the legislators’ actions related to the variables I used before.
More precisely, I look at the difference of mean in presence rate and in share
of federal budget amendments related to protests, before and after them, and
also at whether the legislator proposed a bill related to protesters’ demands
after the protests to test whether voters considered incumbents’ actions when
they voted in the 2014 elections. Through the estimation of β2, I test whether
legislators who responded more positively to the protests were less punished
than legislators who did not respond or responded negatively. Furthermore, I
also test whether there is a differential effect of being from the Worker’s Party7.
The next section presents the results from the estimation of the equations
presented previously. Section 6.2 presents findings with regard to the effects
of protests on legislators’ behavior, and section 6.1 discusses the results of the
electoral consequences of protests.

7Zdm may refers to a variable that varies just at the legislator level, like the legislator’s
party, and difference in mean of the presence rate, and in this case there is no β3 to be
estimated, since Zd is captured by αd.
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Results

6.1
Electoral consequences of protests

I begin this section presenting the results of the average effects of the
protests on turnout rate by estimating equation (5-1). Table 9.4 shows, in
column (1), that the protests are related to a decrease of 1.07% percentage
points in turnout rate at the municipal level, a small decrease of 1.22% with
respect to the mean. The rest of the columns show that these estimated effect
comes from municipalities with better educational level and worse index of
income inequality. That is, when we divide the sample in regard to educational
level, we see in columns (4) and (5) that there is a differential effect of the
protest in the turnout rate between those municipalities with high and low
educational level. In those municipalities with higher level of literacy the
protests are related to a decrease in turnout, while in those municipalities
with lower educational level, the effect is twice as large and goes in the
opposite direction. When we look to access to internet, there seem to have
no differential effect of protests and turnout rate in high and low internet
penetration municipalities. However, as one may expect, there is a positive
correlation of protests and turnout rate among those municipalities where a
higher share of youngsters registered to vote (column (6)). Finally, column (8)
shows that turnout from municipalities with higher rates of income inequality
are negatively correlated to protest, while there is no similarly effect on more
equal municipalities.

When we look at the null votes, we found more interesting results
regarding the effects of protests. First, column (1) shows that, on average,
protests are associated with an increase in the share of null votes for legislators.
These votes are considered "prostest votes"since voters abdicate to choose
a valid option and define who will be their representatives. The effect is of
2.2% percentage points, what represents an increase of 24% with respect to
the mean. When we look to municipal characteristics, we see that this effect
comes from municipalities with high internet penetration and low literacy rate.
With regard to youngsters’ political engagement, there is a positive correlation
between protests and nulls votes in those municipalities where youngsters are
less engaged , what is not found in municipalities where they are more engaged.
In respect to income inequality, there is no differential effect of the protests on
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the share of null votes.
With respect to turnout rate and share of nulls votes, I test the robustness

of the previous findings by reestimating two other specifications. First, I
shorten my panel, to include just two periods, 2010 and 2014 elections (which
are the elections before and after the protests.) Second, I use the three periods
panel, but I now include a linear trend by state to take into account that the
pre-trends of the municipalities where protests took place may be different
from those municipalities that did not experience a protest. With respect to
turnout, we see in tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix that the only result that
is not robust is the one for the total sample when we include a linear trend by
state. Looking at the null votes, tables A.3 and A.4 show that the results are
robust to these two different specifications.

Next, I analyze whether there is a correlation between protests and
legislators punishment at the 2014 elections, that occurred one year after the
protests. In this section I restrict my sample to those legislators that ran
for reelection at the 2014 elections. Tables 9.6 to 9.12 present the results,
where the observation unit is vote share of legislator d at municipality m

at time t election, with respect to total votes of municipality m1. I begin by
testing whether voters who experienced a protest, based in a widespread feeling
of discontentment, use a rule-of-thumb and punish incumbents regardless of
individual actions towards the protesters’ demands. In this sense, column (1)
of table 9.6 shows that, on average, the protests are correlated to a decrease
of 0.057 in the vote share of a legislator in the 2014 elections, when compared
to municipalities that did not have any protest. This represents a decrease
of 3.5% at the mean (1.64). This effect seems small if we consider just one
municipality. However, we need to consider that the legislators are elected by
voters from many municipalities - indeed, on average, a legislator obtains votes
from 273 different municipalities.

Moreover, one can expect that this effect of protests on electoral outcomes
varies depending on municipal characteristics. The remaining columns of table
9.6 test this for some important municipal characteristics that are related both
to the incidence of protests and the electoral behavior of voters. To test for this
heterogeneities, I separate the sample in two groups, using the median of the
municipal characteristic being tested as threshold. First, I test whether there
is heterogeneity with respect to access to internet. As with protests going on

1Because the mean of dependent variable was too small (0.0164), I used the variable in
0-100 scale.
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in other countries, like Egypt, Tunisia2 and Ukraine3, social media has played
an important role in helping protesters to organize their political act (Howard
and Hussain 2011; Lotan et al. 2011; Tufekci and Wilson 2012; Srinivasan and
Fish 2012). From organizing public outcries to teaching how to defend yourself
against tear-gas, media was a primordial driver of the movements throughout
the country. Social media was used to promote demonstrations by inviting
others through Facebook, and to live broadcasting the protests on Twitter and
Youtube for those who could not attend.

On the other hand, this same social media serves as source of information
to voters. Stromberg and Snyder (2010) provide evidence that, in the USA,
better informed voters are more likely to recall their representatives’ name
and to rate them. In this sense, I expect voters from municipalities with high
internet penetration and who experienced a protest to punish incumbents more
when compared to voters that had not experienced a protest, since they have
more access to information and know that legislators responses to protests
were not as expected. We see in columns (2) and (3) of table 9.6 that this is
what happens: voters who experienced a protest and that have more access
to internet, on average, seem to give less votes for incumbents in the 2014
elections when compared to voters that did not experience a protest. This
effect in the vote share (-0.12) is equivalent to a decrease of 9% at the mean
(1.34). Regarding municipalities with low internet penetration, there is no
correlation between protests’ incidence and legislators’ vote share.

Regarding municipalities’ educational level, Glaeser, Ponzetto and Sh-
leifer (2007) provide cross-country evidence of a positive correlation between
levels of education and the extent of democratization. Presenting a model that
explain the correlation between education and democracy, the authors argue
that schooling teaches people to interact with others and raises the benefits of
civic participation, including voting and organizing. In this sense, by increa-
sing the citizens support for democracy, I expect education to affect voters to
punish incumbents that did not respond to the protests. As a result, I expect
voters from municipalities with high educational level to punish incumbents
more than voters from municipalities with low levels of education. Looking
at the literacy rate (2010 census), columns (4) provides evidence that this is
the case, showing that the protests are associated with a decrease of 0.112
(8% compared to the mean) in a legislator’s vote share in municipalities with
higher rates of education. By contrast, we see in column (5) that this effect is

2Al Jazeera: "Taking power through technology in the Arab Spring", published on 26 oct
2012

3The Huffington Post: "Tweeting the Revolution: Social Media Use and the #Euromaidan
Protests", published on 21 feb 2014
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not statistically significant in municipalities with lower educational level.
Table 9.7 presents the effect of the protests on electoral outcomes for

more four heterogeneities. Columns (6) and (7) contrast municipalities based
on the share of youngster to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and 17 years
old) that registered to vote, relative to all youngsters. Since schools socialize
young people and political involvement is one form of socialization (Glaeser
et al. 2007), I expect incumbents to be more punished in municipalities with
higher rates of youngsters’ political engagement. The results show, however,
that there is no differential effect in municipalities that youngsters are more
politically engaged. Actually, there is evidence of a negative and statistically
significant effect in municipalities with lower registration rates4, a decrease of
7% with respect to the mean. Regarding income inequality, columns (8) and
(9) show that there is no evidence of heterogeneous effects among equal and
unequal municipalities.

Finally, columns (10) to (13) use a different approach to distinguish
municipalities in two groups. Instead of comparing municipalities above and
below the national median, I compare municipalities with respect to the mean
of the state. The idea is that, in contrast to municipal characteristics mentioned
before, voters can compare the quality of the public services provided at their
municipalities with the quality of these services in other municipalities from
the state. This means that voters perceive the quality of public education and
health system in relative terms to the state, and can have a perception of
unfairness if they are behind other municipalities. Consequently, considering
that they elect legislators to represent their state, voters can get aggrieved
and punish legislators for falling behind the mean of the state with respect
to quality of public health and education systems. It is worthy pointing that
although education and health are executive competitions, the legislators can
take action by allocating federal budget amendments to the municipalities with
worse educational and health quality.

In this regard, to test for heterogeneity with respect to dissatisfaction
to quality of public health, I use the municipal average of IDEB and present
in column (10) municipalities that are above the mean of the state and, in
column (11), municipalities that are below the mean. Similarly, with respect
to education, I use the municipal average of IDSUS5. We see in these columns

4 This result is robust to using the registration data of the 2010 elections instead of the
2014’s.

5IDEB is an index by each school constructed through the multiplication between a
performance indicator, the average grades in Math and Reading in a national exam, and
the average school’s pass rate, and is has a 0-10 scale. I use information of 2007, because of
missing data on the 2011 index. IDSUS combines 24 indicators to measure covering access
and efficacy conditions of the public health system, like the fraction of the population covered
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that, in municipalities with lower quality of public services, the protests are
associated with a decrease in a legislators’ vote share. This effect represents
an decrease of 5% with respect to the mean at low quality of education
municipalities, and of 4% when looking at public health quality. Looking at
municipalities that are better relative to the mean of the state, I found no
correlation between protests and legislators’ vote share. That is, although the
effect is small, there is evidence that voters who felt aggrieved with respect to
quality of public services punish incumbents, when compared to voters who
had access to better quality public services.

6.2
Effects of protests on legislators’ behavior

I begin this section presenting the results of the average effects of the
protests on legislators’ behavior by estimating equation (5-5). Table 9.8 pre-
sents the results of the four performance variables mentioned in Section 5, each
column presenting the coefficients of a regression that has a different perfor-
mance variable as the dependent variable. The coefficient of interest is the one
of the interaction between the post period dummy and the protest exposure
index. Except for column (2), the results in columns (1), (3) and (4) suggest
that the protests did not have, on average, a significant effect on legislators’
behavior regarding presence in plenary and proposed bills. By contrast, the
protests had a positive average effect on the federal budget amendments. For
legislators at the median of the protest exposure index distribution, the pro-
tests increased the share of amendments related to protesters’ demands by
0.20, what represents an increase of 36% at the mean (0.57).

Notwithstanding, the effect of protests on the amendments are negatively
correlated with the protest exposure index. For instance, a legislator at the 75th
percentile of the protest exposure index (71,2%) made 5.8 percentage points
less amendments related to protests after the protests when compared to a
legislator at the 25th percentile (22,9%). This represents a differential effect of
10% at the mean. Though the effect of protests on federal budget amendments
is positive for all legislators, this negative relation of the protest exposure is
not expected taking into account a model where we expect politicians to be
accountable and respond positively to political protests.

Consider now that, since presence in plenary and proposed bills are
measured in more periods than federal budget amendments, there is the
possibility that instead of having an effect on all the periods after the

by the primary attention system and proportion of deaths in ICU admissions.
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protests, the effect was concentrated in the periods (week for presence rate
and quarter for the proposed bills) just after the protests. Taking this into
account, I analyze whether there was a short-run effect for this two variables
by constructing a graphic to test whether there was a difference in the mean of
these variables, before and after the protests. Figure 9.3 presents the result for
presence in plenary, where I plot the mean of the presence rate by week and
make a lowess regression before and after the protests, separating the legislators
that were more exposed to protests (above the median of the index) from the
ones less exposed to it (below the median). The scattered line refers to the
legislators that were less exposed to the protests (that is, that are below the
median of the protest exposure index) and the other refers to legislators more
exposed to the protests. We see, then, that there is a jump at the threshold for
both groups. Legislators more exposed to protests had higher presence rates
even before the protests when compared to legislators less exposed to protests.
This difference, though, had a slightly increase in the first weeks after the
protests, although it did not last for long.

Thus far, I found evidence that, on average, the protests did not affect
all important dimensions of the legislators’ performance. One can expect,
however, that this effect might have affected legislators differently according
to individual characteristics. In this regard, I now test whether there were
heterogeneous effects of the protests in the following three tables. First, as
discussed in section 5, due to reelection incentives, one can expect that a
legislator that decided to run for reelection (or for a higher position, like
senator, governor or vice-governor6) has more incentives to be concerned about
the protesters’ demands, considering that his political success depends on his
electorate’s votes. We see in column (4) of table 9.9 that there is a differential
effect for legislators running for reelection on the federal budget amendments.
This effect is positive and more pronounced for legislators more exposed to
protests. For legislators at the 75th percentile of the protest exposure index,
running for reelection increases the share of amendments related to protests
to 0.08 p.p., what represents an increase of 14% at the mean (0.57). On the
other hand, considering legislators less exposed to protests, that are at the
25th of the index, the differential effect is a decrease of 0.02 p.p on the share
of amendments related to protests in the period after the protests (decrease of
3.5 % relative to the mean).

Second, considering the distorted incentives an open-list proportional
electoral system might create, I test in table 9.10 whether ranking high or

6 Since they are facing same or greater reelection incentives (Samuels (2003), Leoni,
Pereira and Rennó (2004)).
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low at the coalition vote share distribution can produce different effects of
the protests on legislators’ behavior. To do so, I add an interaction including
the legislator’s percentile at the coalition vote share distribution, measuring
then his relative position at the coalition. The higher the value of the variable
Ranking in coalitiond, more votes a legislator received. We see in column
(2) that, contradicting what I expected, there is a positive and statistically
significant effect of the protests on legislators’ behavior. In regard to presence
in plenary, the effect of jumping from the bottom of the coalition ranking (10th
percentile of the vote distribution) to the top of the ranking (90th percentile)
represents an increase of 0.03 in the presence rate for those legislators more
exposed to protest (75th percentile of the protest exposure index), an increase
in 4% at the mean (0.82). By contrast, looking at this effect for legislators
less affected by the protests (25th percentile), the effect on the period after
the protests is negative: there is a decrease in 0.01 on the presence rate (1.2%
relative to the mean).

Although these effects have a small magnitude, it is strikingly that
legislators at the top of the coalition responded more to the protests than
those at the bottom. This might be a consequence of the open-list proportional
system. Afterward, legislators at the top-ranking are the ones that obtained
more votes, which might be a proxy for being best known by the electorate,
what implies that they have more people to be accountable to. On the other
hand, legislators at the bottom of the ranking are the ones who received the
lowest amount of votes, but could be elected counting on the votes the coalition
received. In this sense, they were elected not because of his electorate’s votes,
but because they were favored by the votes of legislators ranking high in the
vote distribution of the coalition, what may give them incentive to be less
accountable relative to legislators at the top of the ranking.

Column (6) also shows that there is heterogeneity with respect to ranking
in coalition on to the total number of proposed bills. For a legislator more
affected by the protests (75th percentile of the protest exposure index),
jumping from the bottom of the coalition ranking (10th percentile of the vote
distribution) to the top of ranking (90th percentile) represents an increase of
0.15 in the number of bills presented after the protests, representing an increase
of 15% compared to the mean (0.97). Looking at legislators less affected by
the protests (25th percentile), the difference between being at the bottom or
at the top of the coalition is of -0.23, what represents a decrease in the number
of bills presented after the protests of 24% with respect to the mean. There is
no evidence, however, of this differential effect on the probability of presenting
a bill that relates to protesters’ demands.
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Finally, I investigate whether the protests’ effect varies according to being
part or not of the federal government coalition. The results are presented in
table 9.11. As discussed in section 5, we expect that legislators that are aligned
to the government to respond positively facing a higher exposure to protests,
as the president was highly interested in “hearing to the voice of the streets”7

and should have pressured her allies. We see in columns (2), (4), (6) and (8)
that there is no evidence of this effect, legislators aligned and not aligned seems
to respond in the same manner.

Furthermore, I test the robustness of the previous findings. I reestimate
the models presented in tables 9.8 to 9.11 controlling for variables that might
be correlated both with protest incidence and the performance variables. That
is, to rule out the possibility that the effects found might come instead from
confounders, I add variables referring to electorate’s characteristics, like urban
population, years of schooling and access to internet. At each regression, I
include interactions similar to the triple interaction on equation (5-6), but
replacing the index by each of these characteristics of the electorate. Tables A.5
to A.8 in the Appendix show that all heterogeneous effects found in previous
estimations are robust to the inclusion of these controls.

I have shown that, on average, the protests did not affect all dimensions of
a legislator performance. Although I found a positive effect with respect to the
distributive behavior of legislators, there is no evidence of protests affecting
presence in plenary (which, as discussed in section 5, I use as a measure of
the rent-seeking behavior of legislators) and proposed bills (both total number
and share related to protests). Now, turning back to elections data, I analyze
whether the electoral punishment of legislators in the 2014 elections can be
explained by voters punishing those legislators who did not respond to the
protesters’ demands. Since I expect voters to condition their voting decision on
incumbents’ behavior, I test whether legislators who responded more positively
to protests were less punished in the 2014 elections.

To do so, I use the variables analyzed previously as measures of whether
the legislator responded to protests or not. In column (3) of table 9.12, ∆
Presence rated refers to the difference between the mean of presence rate
at plenary sessions before and after the protests. I also test for legislators’
response related to federal budget amendments and proposed bills. In column
(4), ∆ Budgetary amendmentsdm refers to the difference between the mean
of the share of federal budget amendments from legislator d directed to
municipality m that are related to health, education, urban development and

7 Term used by President Dilma Rouseff at a public speech on television few days after
the beginning of protests.
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transportation, before and after the protests. Column 5 includes a dummy
whether the legislator proposed a bill after the protests that relates to health,
education, urban development and transportation. In all these three columns,
we see that the coefficient of the triple interaction is not statistically significant:
that is, voters are not taking into account legislators’ response to protests when
taking their vote decision.

By way of concluding, in column (6) I test whether the punishment
were directed to those legislators from the same party as the president (PT
- Workers’ Party) . That is, it might be the case that instead of punishing
legislators for their individual behavior, voters punished members of PT since
they are aligned to the federal government. Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2014),
using two surveys to examine the effects of the protests on mass partisanship,
found that the protests led to an increase in nonpartisanship and a decrease
in attachment to PT among the public as a whole. Nevertheless, results in
column (6) do not support this finding of rejection to PT in what refers to
votes to legislators.
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Conclusion

In contemporary democracies, citizens are searching for other means
beyond voting to assure that their will is reflected in politics. In this context,
the political protests appear as a widespread movement all over the world
serving as an alternative form of political action through which citizens
participate in the political process. It is relevant to know, then, whether
the protests can affect politics by affecting not only politicians but also
voters. First, the analysis of the electoral consequences of the protests shows
that there is a correlation between less participation in the 2014 elections
and the incidence of protest in a municipality. These effect come mostly
from municipalities with higher educational level and worse income inequality
indexes. Second, protests are also associated with an increase in the share of
"protest votes". These two results combined can be interpreted as voters getting
less engaged in the political process, abdicating in choosing their political
representatives.

Moreover, the protests are associated with voters punishing incumbents,
besides their response facing protesters’ demands. Given the results of differen-
tial effects regarding these electoral punishments when we look to municipal
characteristics, one can expect protesters to be more effective in places with
higher internet penetration and educational level. That is, considering that
legislators after being punished (or observing others being punished) updated
their beliefs regarding the protests, they become more responsive to other forms
of political action beyond voting. Also, voters punished incumbents because
of dissatisfaction with regard to public services quality: legislators are more
punished in municipalities that are below the mean of the state with respect
to quality of public health and education systems. That is, taking into account
that public health and education are duties of the executive branch, voters are
punishing incumbents even though they are not the main responsible for it.

Also, this work aims to answer whether politicians respond to political
protest, focusing on legislators. I used presence in plenary, proposed bills and
federal budget amendments as measures of their performance to verify whether
political protests matter in the sense that they can be an effective way to
require changes in the way politicians approach relevant public issues. Using
the Brazilian case, this paper show that, on average, protests did not affect all
dimensions of legislators’ performance. Regarding their rent-seeking behavior
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and their performance related to the legislative duty, on average, there is no
response. However, I found evidence that the protests affected positively their
distributive behavior: for the average legislators in terms of protest exposure,
there was an increase in 36% at the mean with respect to the share of federal
budget amendments related to protesters’ demands.

Furthermore, there is evidence of the effects of protests on legislators’
behavior when we test for heterogeneous effects regarding legislators’ charac-
teristics. Due to reelection incentives, there is a positive relation between more
protest exposure and higher shares of federal budget amendments related to
protesters’ demands, what reaffirms that reelection incentives strengthen ci-
tizens’ capabilities of punishing politicians (Pereira and Rennó 2007). More
interesting, I found a puzzling differential effect for legislators ranking at the
bottom or at the top of the coalition vote share distribution with respect to
presence in plenary and proposal of bills: legislators in the top percentiles res-
pond more when facing more protest exposure. Although the magnitude of this
effect is small, this can be seen as a consequence of the electoral system rules,
that, through the coalition composition, allow legislators to be elected even
though they received less votes than other legislators from other coalition who
were not elected. The open-list proportional system weaken the ties between
voters and legislators (Ames 2011) and seems to give distorted incentives to
legislators regarding accountability to citizens.

In short, although I expected legislators to respond positively to protests
- since they would face elections one year ahead - and they had possibilities
to take action concerning protesters’ demands, through proposing bills or
allocating federal budget amendments to protest-related issues, the protests
effects were heterogeneous and did not affect all relevant dimensions of the
legislators’ performance. In this regard, I make one important remark. That
is, it is possible that the lack of responses from the legislators is due to
timing of the protests: it might be the case that legislators are concerned
with citizens’ will just at the time of elections, which is antagonistic to the
idea of representative democracy itself.

To conclude, as Lohmann (1993) proposes, maybe it is the case that
citizens need to demonstrate more so as to affect legislators’ behavior in a
more significant way. In this sense, the new waves of protests, such the one
that begun in Brazil on March 2015, seem to be a demonstration of an increase
in society’s democratic capital (Persson and Tabellini, 2009) and might have
relevant political consequences.
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Figures and Tables

Figura 9.1: Municipalities that experienced at least one protest in 2013.

Figura 9.2: Number of protesters and municipalities that had a protests from
June 17th till June 30th.
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Figura 9.3: Presence rate - Lowess estimation
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Tabela 9.1: Protest incidence by state

State % municipalities that had a protest
% population that lives in a
municipality that had a protest

DF 100,0% 100,0%
RJ 41,3% 84,4%
RS 19,8% 70,7%
SP 16,3% 69,5%
RR 13,3% 68,5%
AP 6,3% 59,5%
SC 10,9% 52,6%
AM 3,2% 52,5%
MS 7,7% 51,9%
ES 12,8% 50,9%
AC 9,1% 47,8%
GO 6,9% 47,7%
RO 9,6% 45,8%
MG 5,5% 44,4%
PR 4,3% 43,5%
RN 1,8% 40,0%
AL 2,0% 36,7%
CE 2,2% 35,6%
PI 1,8% 34,3%
TO 3,6% 34,3%
BA 2,6% 33,2%
PB 1,8% 31,0%
PE 4,3% 28,4%
SE 1,3% 27,6%
MA 2,8% 23,8%
PA 0,7% 18,4%
MT 0,7% 18,2%

Notes: Data from protests collected from G1, a news website. Population data extracted from 2010
census.
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Tabela 9.2: Summary Statistics

Variables N mean sd

Legislators’ characteristics
Protest Exposure Index 513 0.469 0.280
Candidate in 2014 elections 513 0.817 0.387
Reelected in 2014 elections 419 0.597 0.491
Vote share in the coalition 513 0.106 0.103
Ranking in the coalition 513 0.585 0.284
Government coalition (dummy) 513 0.593 0.492
Worker’s Party (dummy) 513 0.173 0.379

Electorate’s characteristics
Urban (%) 513 0.817 0.127
Internet penetration (%) 513 0.267 0.128
Literate (%) 513 0.885 0.067

Legislators’ performance
Presence rate by week 21,767 0.823 0.280
% budgetary amend. related to protests by year 1,402 0.574 0.205
Total number of proposed bills by quarter 6,699 0.970 2.015
Pr(bill related to protests’ demands by quarter) 6,699 0.105 0.307

Municipalities’ characteristics
Legislator’s vote share 296,374 1.64 5.06
Turnout rate 16,695 0.882 0.139
Null votes (share) 16,695 0.093 0.044
Internet penetration 5,565 0.148 0.112
Literacy 5,565 0.840 0.093
Youngsters’ registration 2014 elections 5,565 0.137 0.072
Gini Index 5,565 0.494 0.066
IDSUS 5,525 5.650 0.837
IDEB 5,563 3.538 0.702

Notes: Data on legislators were taken from TSE, Chamber of Deputies and Federal
Senate websites. Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the
legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality that had a demonstration: the higher
the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Municipal and Electorate’s
characteristics use data from the 2010 census and from TSE.
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Tabela 9.3: Difference between municipalities that had protests and municipalities that did not have

Mun. did not have a protest Mun. had a protest Difference in means
N mean sd N mean sd Difference p-value

Population (total) 5,132 18,129 31,206 433 225,670 692,796 -207,540 0.00
Urban population (%) 5,132 0.618 0.213 433 0.882 0.145 -0.264 0.00
Internet penetration (%) 5,132 0.134 0.100 433 0.311 0.116 -0.177 0.00
Radio penetration (%) 5,132 0.764 0.135 433 0.839 0.081 -0.075 0.00
Television penetration (%) 5,132 0.893 0.087 433 0.952 0.033 -0.059 0.00
Gini Index 5,132 0.494 0.067 433 0.501 0.055 -0.007 0.02
Yougnster (%) 5,132 0.179 0.019 433 0.174 0.014 0.005 0.00
Male (%) 5,132 0.506 0.015 433 0.491 0.011 0.015 0.00
Black (%) 5,129 0.064 0.050 433 0.065 0.041 -0.001 0.64
Illiterate (%) 5,132 0.167 0.093 433 0.073 0.042 0.094 0.00
Electricity (%) 5,132 0.958 0.068 433 0.981 0.023 -0.023 0.00
Income per capita 5,132 473.1 220.6 433 803.7 263.1 330.6 0.00
Unemployment 5,132 0.067 0.039 433 0.073 0.028 -0.006 0.00
Life Expectancy 5,132 72.89 2.66 433 75.41 1.60 -2.52 0.00
Infant Mortality 5,132 19.71 7.18 433 13.79 3.32 5.92 0.00

Notes: The unit of analysis is a municipality. Data on protests were taken from G1, a news website. Municipal characteristics
uses data of the 2010 census.
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Tabela 9.4: Electoral consequences of protests - Turnout

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Turnout (rate) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post 0.0793*** 0.0777*** 0.0795*** 0.0796*** 0.0763*** 0.0848*** 0.0753*** 0.0792*** 0.0804***
(0.00170) (0.00239) (0.00217) (0.00256) (0.00206) (0.00286) (0.00205) (0.00242) (0.00210)

Post x Protest -0.0107* -0.00831 0.0153 -0.0105* 0.0202*** 0.0395*** -0.00849 -0.0148** 0.00226
(0.00602) (0.00622) (0.0125) (0.00630) (0.00742) (0.0116) (0.00602) (0.00722) (0.00435)

Observations 16,695 8,349 8,346 8,346 8,349 8,346 8,349 8,157 8,538
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 2,719 2,846
Adjusted R-squared 0.557 0.603 0.451 0.599 0.478 0.496 0.603 0.538 0.601
Mean Dep. Var. 0.88 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.84 0.86 0.91
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on turnout. Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to 3 elections (2006, 2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result of an OLS regression with
municipality and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns 2 to 9 divide the municipalities
accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and 17 years old) that
registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela 9.5: Electoral consequences of protests - Protest votes

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Null votes (share) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post 0.0416*** 0.0488*** 0.0326*** 0.0462*** 0.0378*** 0.0324*** 0.0479*** 0.0370*** 0.0469***
(0.00132) (0.00190) (0.00126) (0.00198) (0.00144) (0.00158) (0.00175) (0.00163) (0.00196)

Post x Protest 0.0217*** 0.0143*** -0.00615 0.0166*** 0.0223** 0.0136 0.0157*** 0.0236*** 0.0270***
(0.00330) (0.00355) (0.00989) (0.00364) (0.0105) (0.00865) (0.00349) (0.00429) (0.00462)

Observations 16,695 8,349 8,346 8,346 8,349 8,346 8,349 8,157 8,538
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 2,719 2,846
Adjusted R-squared 0.549 0.610 0.253 0.619 0.308 0.242 0.622 0.549 0.572
Mean Dep. Var. 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.10
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on null votes. Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to 3 elections (2006, 2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result of an OLS regression with municipality
and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns 2 to 9 divide the municipalities accordingly
to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and 17 years old) that registered to vote
relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela 9.6: Electoral consequences of protests - Heterogeneity on municipalities’ characteristics

Access to internet Education
Dep. Var: Vote share Total sample High internet penetration Low internet penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post -0.0748*** -0.0208 -0.177*** -0.0264 -0.139***
(0.0164) (0.0180) (0.0346) (0.0177) (0.0355)

Post x Protest -0.0567** -0.116*** -0.418 -0.112*** 0.0779
(0.0276) (0.0281) (0.320) (0.0280) (0.182)

Observations 296,374 184,790 111,584 189,766 106,608
Number of legislators 416 416 416 416 416
Adjusted R-squared 0.126 0.167 0.061 0.160 0.091
Mean Dep. Var. 1.64 1.34 2.15 1.34 2.19
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ vote share in 2010 and 2014 elections. The sample consists of all legislators elected in 2010 that
run for reelection in 2014 elections. Observation unit is vote share of municipality m that refers to legislator d at election t. Each column presents the results of an
OLS regression with legislator and municipality fixed-effects. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns 2 to 5 divide the
municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Post is a dummy if t = 2014
and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. All columns include legislator-municipality characteristics: a dummy whether legislator d was
from the same party of the mayor of m; the amount (log) of federal budget amendments from legislator d directed to municipality m; a dummy whether municipality
m is the hometown of legislator d; and the number of legislator running at the state, divided by total population of municipality m. Standard errors are clustered by
municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela 9.7: (cont.) Electoral consequences of protests - Heterogeneity on municipalities’ characteristics

Youngster Inequality Public service - Education Public service - Health
Dep. Var: Vote share High registration rate Low registration rate High index Low Index High quality Low quality High quality Low quality

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

Post -0.115*** -0.0480*** -0.158*** 0.0154 -0.0875*** -0.0645*** -0.168*** -0.0276
(0.0346) (0.0183) (0.0275) (0.0184) (0.0257) (0.0202) (0.0311) (0.0181)

Post x Protest -0.277 -0.0859*** -0.00857 -0.0122 -0.0228 -0.0828** 0.00688 -0.0788**
(0.197) (0.0282) (0.0392) (0.0326) (0.0376) (0.0367) (0.0482) (0.0335)

Observations 110,230 186,144 132,966 163,408 147,690 148,684 149,844 146,530
Number of legislators 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416
Adjusted R-squared 0.061 0.163 0.143 0.102 0.125 0.129 0.116 0.136
Mean Dep. Var. 2.26 1.28 1.91 1.43 1.71 1.58 1.68 1.62
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ vote share in 2010 and 2014 elections. The sample consists of all legislators elected in 2010 that run for reelection in 2014 elections.
Observation unit is vote share of municipality m that refers to legislator d at election t. Each column presents the results of an OLS regression with legislator and municipality fixed-effects. Columns 6
to 9 divide the municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster refers to the fraction of youngsters
to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and 17 years old) that registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Inequality is based on the Gini Index. Public service - Health was constructed based on the
municipal average of the IDSUS index, which measures the quality of health. Similarly, Public service - Education was constructed based on the average of the public schools of municipality m on
the IDEB index, which measures the quality of education. High quality refers to the Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. All columns
include legislator-municipality characteristics: a dummy whether legislator d was from the same party of the mayor of m; the amount (log) of federal budget amendments from legislator d directed to
municipality m; a dummy whether municipality m is the hometown of legislator d; and the number of legislator running at the state, divided by total population of municipality m. Standard errors
are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela 9.8: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep. Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protests= 1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post 0.00919 0.260*** -0.707*** -0.114***
(0.0173) (0.0149) (0.143) (0.0224)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.0152 -0.121*** -0.104 0.0263
(0.0144) (0.0263) (0.158) (0.0292)

Observations 21,767 1,402 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 500 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.471 0.044 0.014
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.57 0.97 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ performance. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at
time t. Each column presents the result of an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Column 1 is at the
week level, column 2 at the year level and columns 3 and 4 at the quarter level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and
Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality that had a demonstration:
the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. All regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard
errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela 9.9: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and reelection incentives

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post 0.00919 0.00900 0.260*** 0.310*** -0.707*** -0.724*** -0.114*** -0.108***
(0.0173) (0.0245) (0.0149) (0.0289) (0.143) (0.192) (0.0224) (0.0366)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.0152 -0.0531 -0.121*** -0.290*** -0.104 -0.478 0.0263 -0.0351
(0.0144) (0.0465) (0.0263) (0.0526) (0.158) (0.329) (0.0292) (0.0581)

Post x Reelection 0.000899 -0.0604* 0.0274 -0.00674
(0.0220) (0.0326) (0.164) (0.0362)

Post x Protest Exposure x Reelection 0.0438 0.197*** 0.421 0.0704
(0.0487) (0.0602) (0.375) (0.0666)

Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.471 0.476 0.044 0.045 0.014 0.014
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ performance. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at time t. Each column presents the
result of an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level, columns 3 and 4 at the year level and columns 5 to
8 at the quarter level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that
lives in a municipality that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Reelection is a dummy whether the legislator was
running for reelection in 2014 elections or for a higher position (senator, state governor or vice-governor). All regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard
errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela 9.10: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and the open-list proportional electoral system

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post 0.00919 0.0301 0.260*** 0.284*** -0.707*** -0.382* -0.114*** -0.0796**
(0.0173) (0.0246) (0.0149) (0.0388) (0.143) (0.228) (0.0224) (0.0400)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.0152 -0.0721** -0.121*** -0.198*** -0.104 -0.733* 0.0263 -0.0109
(0.0144) (0.0336) (0.0263) (0.0690) (0.158) (0.402) (0.0292) (0.0710)

Post x Ranking in coalition -0.0342 -0.0378 -0.523* -0.0565
(0.0287) (0.0568) (0.276) (0.0546)

Post x Protest Exposure x Ranking in coalition 0.0931* 0.117 1.000* 0.0601
(0.0489) (0.0993) (0.564) (0.105)

Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.471 0.472 0.044 0.044 0.014 0.014
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ performance. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at time t. Each column presents the result of
an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level, columns 3 and 4 at the year level and columns 5 to 8 at the quarter
level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality that had
a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Ranking in coalition is the legislator’s percentile at the coalition vote share distribution. All
regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela 9.11: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and government alignment

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post 0.00919 0.00543 0.260*** 0.226*** -0.707*** -0.704*** -0.114*** -0.124***
(0.0173) (0.0189) (0.0149) (0.0237) (0.143) (0.188) (0.0224) (0.0318)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.0152 -0.00352 -0.121*** -0.0852** -0.104 -0.151 0.0263 0.0731
(0.0144) (0.0219) (0.0263) (0.0390) (0.158) (0.273) (0.0292) (0.0530)

Post x Govnt. Coalition 0.00620 0.0481* -0.00876 0.0179
(0.0157) (0.0287) (0.159) (0.0321)

Post x Protest Exposure x Govnt. Coalition -0.0201 -0.0495 0.0869 -0.0827
(0.0287) (0.0525) (0.329) (0.0619)

Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.471 0.473 0.044 0.044 0.014 0.014
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ performance. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at time t. Each column presents the result of
an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level, columns 3 and 4 at the year level and columns 5 to 8 at the quarter
level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality
that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Governmnet coalition is a dummy whether the legislator belongs to the party of
a cabinet minister between 2011-2014. All regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela 9.12: Electoral consequences of protests - Heterogeneous effects
on legislators’ actions

Dep. Var.: Vote share (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post -0.0607*** -0.0748*** -0.0875*** -0.0752*** -0.143*** -0.0727***
(0.0124) (0.0164) (0.0200) (0.0163) (0.0206) (0.0179)

Post x Protest -0.0950*** -0.0567** -0.0654* -0.0502* -0.0306 -0.0618
(0.0286) (0.0276) (0.0383) (0.0284) (0.0332) (0.0393)

Protest x ∆ Presence rate 0.422
(0.350)

Post x ∆ Presence rate -0.0435
(0.151)

Post x Protest x ∆ Presence rate 0.00393
(0.275)

∆ budg. amend. (% total mun.) -1.390***
(0.460)

Protest x ∆ budg. amend. (% total mun.) 0.831*
(0.494)

Post x ∆ budg. amend. (% total mun.) 0.0676
(0.272)

Post x Protest x ∆ budg. amend. (% total mun.) -0.174
(0.285)

Protest x Proposed a bill related to protest 0.0637
(0.0681)

Post x Proposed a bill related to protest 0.123***
(0.0236)

Post x Protest x Proposed a bill related to protest -0.0514
(0.0443)

Protest x PT 0.258*
(0.151)

Post x PT -0.0214
(0.0296)

Post x Protest x PT 0.0286
(0.155)

Observations 296,374 296,374 270,006 296,374 296,374 296,374
Number of legislators 416 416 416 416 416 416
Mean Dep. Var. 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64
Adjusted R-squared 0.013 0.126 0.141 0.128 0.126 0.127
Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table reports the effects of the protests on legislators’ vote share in 2010 and 2014 elections. The sample consists of all legislators elected
in 2010 that run for reelection in 2014 elections. Observation unit is vote share of municipality m that refers to legislator d at election t. Each
column presents the results of an OLS regression with legislator and municipality fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy
whether municipality m had a demonstration. Except for column 1, all columns include legislator-municipality characteristics: a dummy whether
legislator d was from the same party of the mayor of m; the amount (log) of federal budget amendments from legislator d directed to municipality
m; a dummy whether municipality m is the hometown of legislator d; and the number of legislator running at the state, divided by total population
of municipality m. In column 3, we control for the difference between the mean of presence rate at plenary sessions before and after the protests.
In column 4, we control for the difference between the mean of the share of federal budget amendments from legislator d directed to municipality
m before and after the protests that are related to health, education, urban development and transportation. Column 5 includes a dummy whether
the legislator proposed a bill after the protests that relates to health, education, urban development and transportation; and column 6 includes a
dummy whether the legislator is from PT, the same party as the president. All columns Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed
in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela A.1: Robustness check: Electoral consequences of protests - Turnout

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Turnout (rate) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post 0.0351*** 0.0308*** 0.0410*** 0.0306*** 0.0399*** 0.0433*** 0.0298*** 0.0362*** 0.0332***
(0.00109) (0.00167) (0.00113) (0.00179) (0.00109) (0.00178) (0.00132) (0.00146) (0.00158)

Post x Protest -0.0128*** -0.00872* 0.0103 -0.00931* 0.0132** 0.0276*** -0.00943** -0.0152*** -0.00532
(0.00477) (0.00494) (0.00959) (0.00500) (0.00597) (0.00931) (0.00475) (0.00566) (0.00331)

Observations 11,130 5,566 5,564 5,564 5,566 5,564 5,566 6,100 5,030
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 3,050 2,515
Adjusted R-squared 0.376 0.351 0.441 0.333 0.472 0.466 0.360 0.361 0.418
Mean Dep. Var. 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks the robustness of previous findings by using a shorter panel of just two periods.Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to 2 elections (2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result
of an OLS regression with municipality and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns
2 to 9 divide the municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory
(16 and 17 years old) that registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014
elections.
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Tabela A.2: Robustness check: Electoral consequences of protests - Turnout

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Turnout (rate) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post -0.0145*** -0.0177*** 0.00245** -0.0177*** 0.00220* 0.00108 -0.0189*** -0.0146*** -0.0212***
(0.00187) (0.00242) (0.00120) (0.00279) (0.00133) (0.00157) (0.00226) (0.00286) (0.00198)

Post x Protest -0.00482 -0.00676 0.0135 -0.00907* 0.0273*** 0.0231*** -0.00528 -0.00232 0.00479
(0.00435) (0.00456) (0.0111) (0.00490) (0.00853) (0.00637) (0.00447) (0.00474) (0.00400)

Observations 16,695 8,349 8,346 8,346 8,349 8,346 8,349 9,150 7,545
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 3,050 2,515
Adjusted R-squared 0.635 0.672 0.592 0.675 0.600 0.633 0.661 0.649 0.646
Mean Dep. Var. 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
Linear trend by state Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks the robustness of previous findings by adding a linear trend by state. Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to three elections (2006, 2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result
of an OLS regression with municipality and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns
2 to 9 divide the municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory
(16 and 17 years old) that registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014
elections.
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Tabela A.3: Robustness check: Electoral consequences of protests - Protest votes

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Null votes (share) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post 0.0333*** 0.0425*** 0.0206*** 0.0408*** 0.0252*** 0.0204*** 0.0416*** 0.0283*** 0.0415***
(0.00121) (0.00186) (0.000958) (0.00197) (0.00119) (0.00176) (0.00151) (0.00152) (0.00182)

Post x Protest 0.0202*** 0.0114*** -0.0177 0.0131*** 0.0182 0.0162*** 0.0126*** 0.0219*** 0.0274***
(0.00362) (0.00388) (0.0220) (0.00399) (0.0119) (0.00560) (0.00379) (0.00466) (0.00421)

Observations 11,130 5,566 5,564 5,564 5,566 5,564 5,566 6,100 5,030
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 3,050 2,515
Adjusted R-squared 0.559 0.626 0.203 0.637 0.259 0.203 0.635 0.542 0.631
Mean Dep. Var. 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks the robustness of previous findings by using a shorter panel of just two periods. Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to 2 elections (2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result of
an OLS regression with municipality and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns 2 to 9
divide the municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and
17 years old) that registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela A.4: Robustness check: Electoral consequences of protests - Protest votes

Access to internet Education Youngter registration Income inequality
Dep. Var: Null votes (share) Total sample High penetration Low penetration High literacy rate Low literacy rate High registration rate Low registration rate High Gini index Low Gini index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Post 0.0248*** 0.0341*** 0.00831*** 0.0334*** 0.0123*** 0.00792*** 0.0329*** 0.0186*** 0.0358***
(0.00221) (0.00282) (0.00158) (0.00293) (0.00173) (0.00288) (0.00264) (0.00308) (0.00229)

Post x Protest 0.0192*** 0.0117*** -0.00452 0.0125*** 0.0204** 0.0241*** 0.0132*** 0.0210*** 0.0267***
(0.00306) (0.00329) (0.0114) (0.00337) (0.00852) (0.00361) (0.00332) (0.00367) (0.00409)

Observations 16,695 8,349 8,346 8,346 8,349 8,346 8,349 9,150 7,545
Number of municipalities 5,565 2,783 2,782 2,782 2,783 2,782 2,783 3,050 2,515
Adjusted R-squared 0.604 0.659 0.384 0.670 0.425 0.367 0.667 0.609 0.629
Mean Dep. Var. 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
Linear trend by state Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks the robustness of previous findings by adding a linear trend by state. Observation unit is turnout rate of municipality m at election t, where t refers to three elections (2006, 2010 and 2014). Each column presents the result of
an OLS regression with municipality and time fixed-effects. Post is a dummy if t = 2014 and Protest is a dummy whether municipality m had a demonstration. Column 1 presents the results for the whole sample of municipalities, and columns 2 to 9
divide the municipalities accordingly to the characteristic mentioned at the column title, by separating municipalities above and below the median. Y oungster registered to vote is the fraction of youngsters to whom voting is not mandatory (16 and
17 years old) that registered to vote relative to all youngsters. Standard errors are clustered by municipality and displayed in brackets. All regressions are weighted by the number of voters of municipality m who participated in the 2014 elections.
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Tabela A.5: Robustness check: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep. Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protests= 1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post -0.000286 0.243*** -0.682*** -0.120***
(0.0203) (0.0232) (0.172) (0.0319)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.00593 -0.0825** -0.107 0.0317
(0.0181) (0.0326) (0.188) (0.0386)

Controlling for urban population Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for education Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for access to internet Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 21,767 1,402 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 500 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.479 0.044 0.013
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.57 0.97 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks previous findings by controlling for three electorate’s characteristics: urban population ( %), literacy (%) and internet
penetration (%). Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at time t. Each column presents the result of an OLS regression where the
dependent variable is listed in the column. Column 1 is at the week level, column 2 at the year level and columns 3 and 4 at the quarter level. Post
is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives
in a municipality that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. All regressions include time and
legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela A.6: Robustness check - Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and reelection incentives

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post -0.000286 0.0265 0.243*** 0.356*** -0.682*** -0.684** -0.120*** -0.110
(0.0203) (0.0364) (0.0232) (0.0519) (0.172) (0.300) (0.0319) (0.0707)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.00593 -0.0788 -0.0825** -0.308*** -0.107 -0.508 0.0317 -0.0278
(0.0181) (0.0570) (0.0326) (0.0682) (0.188) (0.426) (0.0386) (0.0878)

Post x Reelection -0.0316 -0.140** 0.00401 -0.0141
(0.0364) (0.0576) (0.288) (0.0730)

Post x Protest Exposure x Reelection 0.0853 0.270*** 0.454 0.0716
(0.0600) (0.0773) (0.477) (0.0978)

Controlling for urban population Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for access to internet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.479 0.485 0.044 0.044 0.013 0.013
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks previous findings by controlling for three electorate’s characteristics: urban population ( %), literacy (%) and internet penetration (%). Each of
these characteristics was included in the same way as the index, that is, in an interaction with Post and in a triple interaction. Observation unit is performance variable of
legislator d at time t. Each column presents the result of an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level,
columns 3 and 4 at the year level and columns 5 to 8 at the quarter level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting
the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives in a municipality that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had.
Reelection is a dummy whether the legislator was running for reelection in 2014 elections or for a higher position (senator, state governor or vice-governor). All regressions
include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela A.7: Robustness check: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and the open-list proportional electoral system

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post -0.000286 0.0154 0.243*** 0.221*** -0.682*** -0.347 -0.120*** -0.157**
(0.0203) (0.0335) (0.0232) (0.0620) (0.172) (0.305) (0.0319) (0.0619)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.00593 -0.0723* -0.0825** -0.126 -0.107 -0.919** 0.0317 0.0273
(0.0181) (0.0408) (0.0326) (0.0860) (0.188) (0.456) (0.0386) (0.0883)

Post x Ranking in coaliton -0.0375 0.0195 -0.653 0.0158
(0.0443) (0.0865) (0.404) (0.0811)

Post x Protest Exposure x Ranking in coalition 0.120** 0.0831 1.413** 0.0478
(0.0608) (0.122) (0.664) (0.126)

Controlling for urban population Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for access to internet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.479 0.481 0.044 0.045 0.013 0.015
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks previous findings by controlling for three electorate’s characteristics: urban population ( %), literacy (%) and internet penetration (%). Each of these characteristics
was included in the same way as the index, that is, in an interaction with Post and in a triple interaction. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at time t. Each column
presents the result of an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level, columns 3 and 4 at the year level and columns 5
to 8 at the quarter level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s electorate that lives in a
municipality that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Ranking in coalition ally is a dummy whether the legislator’s party was
in control of any Ministry between 2011-2014. All regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and displayed in brackets.
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Tabela A.8: Robustness check: Effect of protests on legislators’ behavior and government alignment

Presence in plenary Budgetary amendments Proposed bills
Dep.Var. presence rate % related to protests total number related to protest = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post -0.000286 -0.00486 0.243*** 0.261*** -0.682*** -0.834*** -0.120*** -0.132***
(0.0203) (0.0248) (0.0232) (0.0365) (0.172) (0.243) (0.0319) (0.0459)

Post x Protest Exposure -0.00593 -0.00205 -0.0825** -0.0952* -0.107 0.118 0.0317 0.0880
(0.0181) (0.0287) (0.0326) (0.0497) (0.188) (0.322) (0.0386) (0.0678)

Post x Govnt. Coalition 0.00751 -0.0229 0.218 0.0193
(0.0259) (0.0458) (0.244) (0.0537)

Post x Protest Exposure x Govnt. Coalition -0.00978 0.0158 -0.301 -0.0944
(0.0369) (0.0657) (0.396) (0.0816)

Controlling for urban population Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controlling for access to internet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 21,767 21,767 1,402 1,402 6,699 6,699 6,699 6,699
Number of legislators 513 513 500 500 513 513 513 513
Number of periods 55 weeks 55 weeks 3 years 3 years 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters 14 quarters
Adjusted R-squared 0.081 0.081 0.479 0.481 0.044 0.044 0.013 0.013
Mean Dep. Var. 0.82 0.82 0.57 0.57 0.97 0.97 0.12 0.12
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: This table checks previous findings by controlling for three electorate’s characteristics: urban population ( %), literacy (%) and internet penetration (%). Each of these
characteristics was included in the same way as the index, that is, in an interaction with Post and in a triple interaction. Observation unit is performance variable of legislator d at
time t. Each column presents the result of an OLS regression where the dependent variable is listed in the column. Columns 1 and 2 are at the week level, columns 3 and 4 at the year
level and columns 5 to 8 at the quarter level. Post is a dummy indicating periods after the protests and Protest Exposure is an index reflecting the percentage of the legislator’s
electorate that lives in a municipality that had a demonstration: the higher the index, more exposure to the protests the legislator had. Governmnet coalition is a dummy whether
the legislator belongs to the party of a cabinet minister between 2011-2014. All regressions include time and legislator fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered by legislator and
displayed in brackets.
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